
Abstract 

 

The purpose of this thesis is to try to provide comprehensive analysis of the recent 

legislation of contract for the assignment of a claim, compare it with former legislation, 

critically evaluate changes that new civil code bought to contract for the assignment of a 

claim and find solutions for selected legal problems that acceptance of current legislation 

brought to experts. 

 The thesis is systematically divided into seven chapters. First chapter briefly 

define the concept of obligation and is dedicated to changes in subject of obligations 

based on the will of the parties. 

 The second chapter analyses the historical development of assignment of a claim. 

In first part attention is paid to genesis of Roman law cessio, in later parts it analysis civil 

codes effective in Bohemia which contained legislation of assignment of a claim.  

 The third chapter is devoted to subject of assignment of a claim. It analysis what 

can be assign and what cannot be assign. Special attention is dedicated to assignment of 

future claims and assignment of group of claims.  

 The fourth chapter is devoted to contract for assignment of a claim. It analysis 

form of contract for assignment of a claim and essential aspects of this kind of contract.  

 The fifth chapter is devoted to parties of contract for assignment of a claim. It 

analysis their legal status, rights and obligations including responsibility. 

 The sixth chapter analysis legal status of debtor and means of his legal protection. 

In detail, it analyses notification. It solves questions like who is authorised to send 

notification, aspects of notification and legal consequences of notification. The thesis then 

analysis debtor rights to raise objections. Last part of this chapter analyses issues with 

multiple assignment of a claim made by same party and solution which current legislation 

brings to this problem.  

The conclusion aim to synthesise pieces of knowledge gathered during working 

on this thesis. 


